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JOURNEY OUT OF TIME

ABSTRACT

We are great travellers! Nowadays we can travel to the far corners of a world which has become a kind of ‘global village’. Even travel to outer space is likely to be a reality in the near future. As exciting as space travel is for some people, so is the prospect of that inevitable journey we shall all make when we leave this world and move into the world of eternity. It is a journey that begins at death: yet death is not annihilation nor even a recycling. It is, instead, an exit from one kind of experience and an entrance into a far larger kind of experience.

So we ask, What does it mean to exit out of this world of space and time and find ourselves in the timeless (perhaps spaceless?) world of eternity? How “long” will it take? How does one “go” there? What happens at the moment of death? These are the questions addressed by this book, and it stirs the imagination, stills the fears we have of that “King of Terrors” -- Death, and brings us hope!
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